Eye Floaters (EF) and other subjective visual phenomena
Arranged according to the

seers' teachings ; explained according to both Western physiology and the
seers' teachings (www.eye-floaters.info).
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Subjective visual
phenomena,
induced by ...

Seer: Phenomena induced
by inner light (psychophysiological energy). They
can be shaped by outer
objects, as well as psychic
and cultural patterns (on
the right). Or they directly
mirror the inner light (on
the left). From a
physiological point of view,
they are rather simple
(left) or more complex
(right) processes.

Consciousness light
(not influenced by inner or
outer objects and culture)

The energy field of
the shining
structure

Seer: Energy flowing in
the shining structure
(EF) generates an
energy field. It becomes
visible as colored clouds
(phosphenes) and
energy field lines or
structures (form
constants).

The energy flow or
dynamic aspect of
the shining structure

Seer: Energy flowing in
the shining structure
(EF) becomes visible as
mobile and flashing
spheres of light.

The structural or
static aspect of the
shining structure

Consciousness light
(influenced by outer objects
and/or culture)

Matter
(optical, pathological
phenomena)

Seer: Consciousness
creates a shining
structure that separates
light and matter.

Afterimages
Eigenlicht,
Eigengrau, visual
snow

Phosphenes
Everyday
energy/intensity
("waking state")
Perception of colored specks or clouds in the dark or with
eyes closed.
Physiology: Natural and random fire of neurons.
Seer: Colored clouds of the energy field induced by flowing
consciousness light.

Sensation of a uniform weak greyish light seen in the dark or with eyes
closed. This light consists of countless small flashing dots.
Physiology: Normal neuronal processes in the retina.
Seer: Consciousness light flowing in the tubes of the shining structure.

Transparent or shining, clearly outlined spheres and strings, moving
according to the observer's eye movements.
Physiology: Vitreous opacities due to clumped vitreous fibrils (like "Vitreous
(Eye) Floaters - Vitreous opacities").
Seer: Shining structure (spheres and tubes of energy or light), created by the
consciousness.

Vitreous (Eye) Floaters pathological

Vitreous (Eye) Floaters Vitreous opacities

Shining structure
floaters

A visual image continues to appear after one has ceased to look at the
original image. This afterimage first appears in the same color as the
original image (positive afterimage), but quickly transforms into the
complementary color (negative afterimage).
Physiology: Overstimulation of the photoreceptive cells (cones and rods),
i.e. depleting of the corresponding cone pigments.
Seer: Visual memories on the "inner screen" between waking and dream
state.

Dark, blurred, diffuse clouding, spots. Seen in the sky
or other bright light conditions.
Physiology: Idiopathic (non-pathological) vitreous
opacities. They are caused by clumping of vitreous
fibrils due to the age-related liquefaction (synchysis)
and contraction (syneresis) of the vitreous body.
Aura seeing is also
induced by afterimage
effects (cf. Tausin 2006,
Zwischen Innenwelt und
Aussenwelt).

Seer: Single or multiple
round colored clouds
may be energy fields of
EF spheres (see below).

Phenomena induced by
optical and pathological
changes of the eye.

White/yellow
opacities in the
vitreous body
Refractile mobile particles in the field
of vision.
Physiology: Bodies made up of
hydroxylapatite, a compound of
calcium and phosphates. Possibly
caused by diabetes, hypertension, or
high levels of cholesterol.

Ring- or donut
scotoma
Minor diminution of the peripheral field
of vision, shaped as a ring (relative
scotoma).
Physiology: Sign of a retinopathy.

Visual phenomena
caused by illness and
perceived as, or
associated with, "EF".
Most commonly, they are
depositions of foreign
bodies, as well as
scotomas (degenerated
visual acuity of areas in
one's visual field).

Central Scotoma
Loss of vision in the central area of the
visual field (absolute scotoma).
Physiology: Central retinal
degeneration, as in the case of
age-related maculopathy.

Purkinje tree

Peripheral scotoma

Ordinary state of
energy/intensity
("waking state")

Perception of a subtle branching structure in the
visual field.
Physiology: Moving light falls through the pupil
from the periphery. The shadows of retinal blood
vessels become visible.

Loss of vision in the periphery of the
visual field (absolute scotoma).
Physiology: Neurotrauma and retinitis,
as in the case of glaucoma and retinitis
pigmentosa.

Seer: It may be the case
that shining structure
floaters materialize into
vitreous opacities, or
vitreous opacities
brighten up into shining
structure floaters,
according to the
development of
consciousness.

Consciousness and
perception altering
intensities of the
inner psychophysical
energy (or "inner
pressure").

Increased
energy/intensity
("dream state")

Blue-sky sprites
or spots

Phosphenes

Colored specks and colored or colorless geometric patterns, induced by non-visual stimuli
(pressure on eye ball, magnetic and electric impulses, hallucinogenes).
Physiology: Neuronal processes, induced by the stimuli mentioned above.
Seer: Colored clouds of enlarged EF spheres and strings may be objects of meditation in Tibetan
Dzogchen Buddhism (figure 1). In increased intensity states (or more intense stimuli,
respectively), the lines or structures of the energy field become visible, often accompanied by
colored clouds in between (figures 2 and 3).

High energy/intensity
("deep sleep state")

Shining structure
floaters

Blue-sky sprites
or spots

Increased
energy/intensity
("dream state")

Seer: Explanation as aforementioned.
In an increased state of intensity, EF
appear bigger. Also, the dual nature of
EF (spheres with luminous core and
dark surround, or dark core and
luminous surround), and the different
concentrative states (from
big/transparent to small/luminous)
become obvious.

Tiny bright dots moving quickly along curved tracks, esp. when looking
at the blue sky.
Physiology: Also known as "blue field entoptic phenomenon".
Perception of white blood cells flowing in the retinal capillaries.
Seer: Consciousness light flowing in the tubes of the shining structure.

Form constants

Dream (images)
/ Hallucinations

Generally the visual perception of single objects based on
cultural and psychic traits. Hallucinations may be combined
with physiological stimuli and afterimages.
Physiology: Neuronal processes.
Seer: Consciousness light that materializes on the "inner
screen" into visual images and patterns.

Shining structure
floaters

High energy/intensity
("deep sleep state")
Visions

Geometric images (lines, circles, zigzag patterns, grids), appearing
in high energy states or raised consciousness.
Physiology: Reflection of the neuronal organization of the neurons
in the visual cortex (figure 1).
Seer: Patterns or structures of the energy field, induced by flowing
consciousness light. In intense consciousness states, seers see EF
along with the geometric energy field (figure 2). The visual arts of
many shamanic societies show similar patterns, e.g. the pictures of
Tibetan Dzogchen Buddhism (figure 3) and the arts of South
American Amazon Indians (figure 4).
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Bright dots moving quickly along curved tracks. In situations
of raised energy, the dots appear bigger and closer.
Physiology: Also known as "blue field entoptic phenomenon".
Perception of white blood cells flowing in the retinal
capillaries.
Seer: Consciousness light flowing in the tubes of the shining
structure.

Seer: Explanation as aforementioned.
In high energy states, EF appear as
very big. One realizes that the
consciousness light activates (or jumps
on) different layers where it
illuminates the EF structure. The
energy field between the EF also lights
up (cf. "Form constants").

Visions are intense dream images or hallucinations. They show
abstract or figurative scenes referring to the observer's culture
and psyche.
Physiology: Neuronal processes.
Seer: Consciousness light that materializes on the "inner screen"
into visual images and patterns.

